About Inspired By Learning
Inspired By Learning (IBL), a Limited Company registered in Scotland UK, was founded in
2012.
As a publishing company, IBL publishes and sells printed and digital books. These are
available from the IBL website and at IBL events, such as book launches and seminars.
We co-create with individuals and groups who wish to share their knowledge, learning,
study, experience or practice. Our authors often are teaching courses, and by cocreating and publishing a book, they can share their key ideas, supplement learning on
their course and explore a topic in depth.
As a training company, IBL organises workshops, seminars and courses, often in
partnership with our authors. IBL training courses are ‘person-to-person’ as well as
entirely online. In 2015 we have embarked upon the development of an online learning
platform. All our courses include e-access to learning materials.

The IBL Vision
At Inspired By Learning educators who themselves have been inspired by learning formal or informal - further develop the outcomes of their learning. They clarify and
articulate their understanding and their innovative practice. Together we write, create and
share inspiring practice and thinking. Our creativity builds upon our inspiration, our
experience and evidence.
IBL authors are based in European countries. Ecological fit and relevance is highly valued
and IBL publications reflect local and national practice, issues and priorities. All books we
publish are available to download in English, but printed books are in the first language of
the author.

The Thinking Behind IBL
All learning is expansive. By that we mean that all learning leads to growth, both personal
and professional. Through learning, the learner’s knowledge, capacities, awareness and
horizons develop and unfold. Always. Regardless of what is learned or who is learning.
And learning is inspirational, inspiring us to learn, grow and expand even more.
The single vision of IBL is to share thinking, ideas and practice about
aspects of learning, teaching, education and human flourishing, which
lead to growth and expansion for all those involved. In doing so, IBL
gives a voice to those who have something to say and share.

IBL works at small-scale, building from the ground up. IBL empowers the singular voice. It
is a forum for emerging authors and trainers who otherwise might find it diﬃcult to be
heard either because their work might be viewed by others as too small scale, or because
what they are saying is seen as too diﬀerent or not mainstream enough. IBL aims to
remove barriers to communication and dissemination. It is focussed upon facilitating
change and creating confidence. IBL co-creates with thoughtful and experienced
practitioners and professionals who have evidence that their practice is valid and
eﬀective.
Key to success is the co-creative relationship between IBL and authors. IBL is a business
and a community and a network. IBL authors are experienced professionals and
successful learners themselves, most of whom are new to publishing. IBL provides a
unique opportunity for these educators to publish their work easily, quickly and eﬀectively.
The co-creative process involves coaching in writing for publication and all the required
design, publication and printing processes. And as IBL
develops into a training as well as a publishing company,
some of our authors will lead seminars and workshops,
person-to-person and virtual, in partnership with IBL.
IBL is inspired to empower and co-create with
inspirational individuals and teams as they share thought
provoking ideas and eﬀective practice in a new way.
Inspired By Learning has some of the characteristics of other publishing companies in the
marketplace, but it is unique. Through genuinely co-creative partnerships, IBL makes it
possible for innovators to express and share their insights and practice in a range of
areas, the desired outcome being the creation and sharing of knowledge, the
development of practice and the expansion of individuals.

Contacting IBL
Contact Inspired By Learning through our website (www.inspiredbylearning.eu) or by
email (info@inspiredbylearning.eu)

